With kompass, you'll find your way!
kompass is a team in the International Office at the University of Bremen that carries out international and intercultural projects. Our programs and events bring foreign and German students together. We provide orientation, broaden horizons, highlight points in common, and build bridges for your professional future. Friendly, welcoming, and open for all!

Student success and career qualification
The Mind the Gap – professional program teaches international students professionally relevant competencies for the German job market (with cooperation from the Career Center).

Study-Tandem
International students get paired with a tandem partner to study for lectures together.

Intercultural Certificate
With this certificate, you will acquire key qualifications that will surely make a difference in international contexts, in both your professional and personal life.

Roots – Explore your intercultural potential
The Roots Program assists students with a Turkish-speaking background in using their skills to find a place in the German-Turkish job market. We plan to expand the program for Russian and Polish speaking students.

Senior Citizens
The Senior Citizens team helps international students, visiting researchers, and their families – spanning generations and cultures (a cooperation with Akademie für Weiterbildung).

Training Programs for the kompass Team
Training programs for the student kompass Team include subjects like Project Management, Design, Beginner’s-level Languages, Content Management Systems, Marketing, and much more.

International/Intercultural
Study Buddy helps international students find their way quickly around Bremen. Through the program, you can build new friendships, practice foreign languages, and gain international contacts.

Intercultural training offers the possibility to find out more about the causes of intercultural misunderstandings that can arise among students or professors in a different university system.

kompass Publications
The kompass program is scientifically supervised. You can access and download research papers on our projects from our Homepage.

Getting to know kompass
Intercultural events such as kompass Cooks, Culture Nights, Jam Sessions, World-Cafes, Happy-Hours in student residences, excursions to other cities, or creative project work groups offer many possibilities to get to know kompass. We are open to new people and ideas. Just come and join!

You will find more information on:
www.uni-bremen.de/kompass
kompass.forum.international
Or directly via e-mail: kompass@uni-bremen.de